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HOW TO REACH HOTEL GABRIELLI
The Hotel Gabrielli is located in the heart of Venice, just a few minutes walk from St. Mark’s Square, easily accessible by
public and private transportation in the city.

By Plane, from Venice Marco Polo airport to the Hotel Gabrielli:

Guests can take advantage of a private water taxi, which leaves them about 500 meters from the airport terminal and leads
directly to the hotel dock in about 30 minutes. Alternatively, the public service Alilaguna – blue line is available to the
guests from the airport to Arsenale in approximately 1 hour, just a few minutes walk from the hotel.
For the time table you can visit: www.alilaguna.it
• Private water taxi from the airport – 30 minutes
• Alilaguna blue line (Arsenale) – approx. 1 hour

By Plane, from Treviso airport to the hotel:

Guests can reach Venice by the public bus service ATVO, arriving in about 1 hour and 30 minutes at Piazzale Roma, a
strategic point of the city, from which is easy to access to the private water taxi service or line 1 or 4.1, arriving at the hotel
from the nearby stop Arsenale.
• ATVO (Treviso airport – Piazzale Roma) – 1 hour 30 minutes
• Private water taxi from Piazzale Roma – 15 minutes
• ACTV line 1 or 4.1 (Piazzale Roma – Arsenale) – 45 minutes

By Car, from car parking and bus station – Piazzale Roma

Guests arriving in Venice are required to park their vehicle at Piazzale Roma, where water-taxis are available and lead
directly to the hotel’s landing stage in about 15 minutes. Guests can also reach the hotel by accessing the public ferry
service lines 1 or 4.1, reaching the nearest bus stop Arsenale.
• Private water-taxi from Piazzale Roma – 15 minutes
• ACTV line 1 or 4.1 (Piazzale Roma – Arsenale) – 45 minutes

By Train, from Saint Lucia Station to the Hotel Gabrielli:

Guests arriving in Venice by train can access the private water-taxi service in front of the exit of the train station, directly
reaching the hotel’s landing stage in about 15 minutes.
They can also reach the hotel by accessing the public ferry service line 1 or 4.1, coming to the nearby Arsenale stop in
about 45 minutes.
• Private water taxi from Santa Lucia Station/Ferrovia – 15 minutes
• ACTV line 1 or 4.1 (Santa Lucia Station/Ferrovia – Arsenale) – 45 minutes

Tel +39 041 523 15 80

Fax +39 041 520 94 55

Booking office +39 041 523 15 83

Email info@hotelgabrielli.it

